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Description 2024 Brinkley Model Z 3610, Brinkley Model Z fifth wheel 3610 highlights: Bonus
Room w/Bunk/Sofa Bed & Trundle Plus Desk Theater Seating Fireplace
Integrated Pet Bowls Double Pull Out Trash Bins 16 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator King Bed
The perfect unit for your family that needs sleeping space for eight! This Model Z
luxury fifth wheel is bright and modern on the inside, with loads of amenities that
will make all of your adventures comfortable Enter and find a spacious combined
living/kitchen space thanks to dual opposing slides. There is ample seating with a
free standing dinette that includes a built-in utensil drawer, 60" theater seating,
and a 72" tri-fold sofa along the rear wall. You can easily relax and enjoy the
telescoping TV with a cozy fireplace below. The kitchen offers all that you need to
prepare and cook meals just like home with a 16 cu. ft. refrigerator for your
perishables, a 30" residential microwave oven, and three burner range top and
oven. You will love the kitchen island all outfitted with pull-out pet bowls and
double pull out trash bins with an integrated Stow & Go paper towel holder. There
is also an 84" pantry with adjustable shelves for all of your canned and dry goods.
Mid-coach, just ahead through the main entry, is a bonus room that can be used
as a bedroom featuring a sofa bed with flip-up overhead bunk and trundle below,
or an office with pull-out desk so that you can work easily while you travel, or it
could also be used as a gaming room since there is also a 50" Smart TV. Head up
the steps to a bathroom on your left and a private master suite with king bed slide
all the way up front. You can opt. for the queen bed if you like. A sliding dresser
top features hidden storage which is perfect for jewelry and other personal
belongings. The front wardrobe features mirrored doors and the corner closet has
been prepped for a stackable washer and dryer if you choose to add that option.
Relax and enjoy a large bath featuring a linen cabinet, a 30" x 42" shower, and
vanity with sink, plus medicine cabinet. You will also appreciate having dual
showers on the outside of this unit, one on each side, and a rear baggage door
and mid-coach pass-through storage. The Brinkley mid-profile Model Z fifth
wheels bring you clean lines and an upscale look with plenty of style and exciting
new features like the industry first brass plumbing connections. These units also
feature an automotive grade front cap, plenty of exterior storage, dual exterior hot
and cold showers, and wide stance leveling jacks for easy set up. Residential
frameless windows provide a clean look and beautiful views, and ample electrical
outlets and 6 USB/USB-C outlets allow all of your electronics and appliances to
easily be used and charged. Even the bedside shelves and outlets are C-PAP
machine ready if needed.

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 94280
VIN Number: 7T0FZ4324RA002456
Condition: New
Length: 41
GVW: 17695
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 4
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